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Christmas treat to make the tool fan's heart beat faster: 
The new GEDORE RED Advent Calendar for 2021 contains a complete set of socket 
wrenches 

 

To shorten the wait for Christmas, GEDORE red is once again presenting a chock-full Advent calendar 
this year. It's the perfect alternative to the traditional chocolate version for keen workers: behind the 24 
doors of the Advent calendar is a complete 34-piece socket wrench set 1/4" in a robust case for 
professionals and DIYers. It will continue to be a practical and strong helper long after Christmas with 
screwdriving tasks both at home and on the go. 

 
The 34 components in the Advent calendar make up a socket wrench set 1/4" in GEDORE red's customary 
high quality. In addition to the 2C reversible ratchet, there are hex socket bits in widths 4 to 13 mm, a 
socket wrench extension 100 mm and a sliding T-bar handle. The calendar also contains the extremely 
practical, tried-and-tested mini-bit ratchet by GEDORE red. This is supplemented by bits in the versions 
in-hex 4 mm, 5 and 6 mm, slotted 4 and 5.5 mm, and cross-slotted PH 1 2 2, PZ 1 2 2, TX T20 T25 and 
T30. A square adaptor 1.4", a bit adaptor 1/4" and a bit holder 1/4" with magnet complete the efficient 
socket wrench set. The slim magnetic bit holder 1/4" is self-locking and can also be machine operated. 

 
The proven fine-toothed 2C reversible ratchet 1/4" with an oval head is also ideal for confined 
installation spaces. And if an even more compact tool is required, the ergonomically forged mini-bit 
ratchet is just the thing. This small ratchet even reaches screw connections in particularly confined 
areas. The set also includes adaptors so the reversible ratchet can also drive bits and the mini-bit 
ratchet in the opposite direction. 

 
The individual items in the Advent calendar all have their own permanent place in the compact, robust 
black-and-red case in scratchproof plastic with a strong metal closure, which is also hidden behind one 
of the little doors. So the complete socket wrench set is always safe and well organised at all times. The 
individual components are also labelled in the case, which makes it easy to find the right insert or bit at 
all times. 

 
The socket wrench set in the GEDORE red Advent Calendar 2021 (R49002024, RRP €49.98 
including VAT) is a compact and flexible tool solution for countless screwdriving tasks, and the 
perfect gift for all tool fans. The Advent Calendar is available now while stocks last. 

 

Further information at www.gedore.com. 
News, updates and stories about GEDORE red can also be found on Facebook. 

http://www.gedore.com/
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About GEDORE red: 
 

GEDORE is one of the world's leading partners for premium tools. The family company based in Remscheid 
in Germany has been manufacturing high-quality tools, special tools and tailor-made solutions for 
versatile, safe and professional use by industry and trade since 1919. GEDORE bundles the competencies of 
the entire group of companies in a strong brand that is known all over the world to stand for very special 
quality, innovation, performance, reliability and excellent service. 

 
Producing practical tools by concentrating on what is essential coupled with innovative ideas – this is 
what GEDORE red stands for. The comprehensive range of DIN-tested tools includes operating tools, 
workshop equipment, screwdrivers and torque wrenches, spanners, pliers, impact sockets sets and 
striking tools. Based on more than 100 years of experience combined with competence, passion and 
customer proximity, GEDORE offers the product line GEDORE red – tools with a high practical value for 
safe and efficient working. Whether for home or professional use, GEDORE supports the user with smart 
tool solutions. 
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